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Managing Editor: Head and Face Medicine

Dear Sir

We want to thank you and the reviewers for your hard work in reading and evaluating our paper, and for your input.

As suggested by the reviewer A Psyrri we have inserted references to the excellent paper by Rampias et al., which we have overlooked (Reference number 24); and we have changed ‘rôlé’ to ‘role’ as required by your house-style and suggested by the reviewer GC Rieck.

We looked at the article again and we found the meaning of the manuscript clear. If the reviewer Psyrri would please give us the specific instances in the text that she finds difficult to understand we will certainly try to comply. As it is, and since reviewer Rieck found the standard of writing and quality of English acceptable, we should like to leave the text unchanged.

As the present article under review (no 1758598666323575) is headed part two, may we please enquire what progress there is with part one (no 1669297783235355), as of course part one should be published before part two.

Once again, we thank you for your courteous consideration of and attention to our paper.

Yours faithfully
L Feller

16 March 2010